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Abstract—In the area of process control, non-destructive test-
ing (NDT) using ultrasound is valuable due to its noninvasive
properties. In process control, imaging of surface profiles is used
to locate defects or problematic areas in order to quickly steer
the manufacturing process on track again. This paper presents a
method for imaging of parallel thin layers within multi-layered
structures. Due to the application in process control a parametric
model is used, and all subsequent analysis is performed on
the model parameters rather than on the signal waveforms,
resulting in a necessary data reduction. The parameters in the
model are directly connected to physical properties, such as the
reflection coefficients, time-of-flights, and attenuation coefficients.
Experimental results shows that the estimated model parameters
can be used in imaging of thin layer properties within the
material structure. Images of embedded layers with a thickness
about the wavelength is shown. Result also show that flaws can be
detected in such structures. The results are verified by comparing
the images to visual inspections of photographs.

Index Terms—Multi-layered structure, imaging, thin layers,
ultrasonic measurements, parameter estimation, flaw detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface profiling of embedded layers within multi-layered
media using ultrasonic measurements has a wide range of
applications. Several studies have been conducted in the area
of multi-layered structures consisting of thin layers [1], [2],
[3], and also in the area of non-destructive process control
[4], [5]. Using a parametric model, relative changes in the
estimated parameters of the model can be used to monitor
changes in the material that can emerge due to fluctuations in
the manufacturing process.

When dealing with multi-layered materials with embedded
thin layers, the measured ultrasonic signal is the sum of
reverberant and overlapping echoes. Material properties of the
individual layers, such as speed of sound and density, are
therefore difficult to extract. Another problem in on-line pro-
cess control is that unmanageable amounts of data are rapidly
generated, because extensive analysis of the material is neces-
sary for a complete control. Some means of data reduction is
therefore also desired, without losing valuable information. A
common problem in industry is when a complete confidence in
examining a specimen is desired, destructive testing methods
must be considered. In rapid on-line process control, when

aiming on steering the process, destructive testing is both
costly and time consuming and not an option. There is a need
for simple, reliable and inexpensive nondestructive techniques
in these applications.

In this study a three-layered material is described by a para-
metric model using a system identification approach, where
the parameters of the model are directly connected to physical
properties of the investigated material. The model structure is
chosen so that the dynamics of the waveform are captured by
a small number of parameters. The proposed model is valid
for normal incidence propagation using any kind of signal
waveform and is not dependent on the transmitted ultrasound
signal’s appearance. Thin layers often results in measurements
of several reverberant and overlapping echoes, implying a
model of the structure is preferable to a model of each echo
[6], since the total amount of parameters in the model can be
kept small (independent of the number of observable echoes).
The main advantages with the parametric model proposed in
this paper are that it can handle overlapping situations, the
complexity is connected to the number of layers, and the model
structure and the estimated parameters are directly connected
to the physical properties of the investigated media [3], [5].

Ultrasonic measurements on three-layered media covering
the entire area implies that a three dimensional understanding
of the structure and properties of the media is feasible. The
presence of a flaw in the middle layer is often very important
to detect, especially if it is an adhesive layer. Several different
types of flaws are possible, e.g. missing layer, inhomogeneous
layer, unexpected material in the layer, etc. In this paper the
parametric model is used to estimate a parameter vector in
each point throughout the material. The estimated parameters
are used to produce images of layer profiles. Flaws in the
material will change the received ultrasonic waveform, and
hence, the estimated parameters. Materials with a well-defined
flaw in the middle layer are used to clearly visualize the
differences in the layer plots.

Assuming that the thickness of the embedded layer is
known, which is the case when searching for bubbles or locally
missing adhesive, the estimated model parameters are used
to obtain layer plots of the speed of sound in the embedded
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middle layer and the reflection coefficient at the boundary
between the top layer and the embedded middle layer. In
the validation step the surface plots using the parameters are
compared to visual examinations of photographs.

II. THEORY

In system identification the ultrasonic measurement system
can be considered as a linear system, assuming linear wave
propagation. The specimen under investigation is considered
as the transfer function, connecting an input signal to an output
signal. The measured output signal is, in the time domain,
denoted y(t). The equation that describes how the transfer
function H(ω,θ) relates the output signal Y(ω) and the input
signal U(ω) is then defined as Y(ω) = H(ω,θ)U(ω), where
the capital letters denote Fourier transformed quantities and θ
is the vector of unknown model parameters. The multi-layered
model is derived in the frequency domain, and this section
begins by briefly summarizing the layer model described in
previous studies [3], [5], [7].

A. Summary of the Multi-layered Model

Several different solutions to handle multi-layered structures
have been proposed. This study uses a system identification
approach, where the multi-layered structure is described by a
parametric model. In this paper, three-layered materials and
a pulse-echo configuration is considered. It has been shown
that a model for an arbitrary number of layers in pulse-echo
configuration can be described by a recursive expression of the
model. The model H(ω,θ) for Q layers, can be found using
the recursive expression

Hq =

{
Aq + BqCqHq−1

1−DqHq−1
, q > 1

A1, q = 1
, (1)
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The wave propagation through the q-th layer is modeled as
Mq = e−jωτq−αqω

2dq , where τq , αq , and dq represent the
time-of-flight, the attenuation coefficient, and the thickness,
respectively, associated with this layer. The enumeration of
the layers is increasing from the bottom layer, see Fig. 1.

B. Parametrization, Parameter Estimation and Optimization

The model is parameterized by a number of unknown
parameters collected in the parameter vector θ. The general
model for Q layers is expressed as HQ(θ), where θ con-
tains the reflection coefficients at the boundaries between the
layers, the time-of-flight and the attenuation coefficient from

Mq for each layer. For Q layers, the parameter vector is
θ = [RQ+1,Q, . . . , R21, R10, τQ, . . . , τ2, τ1, αQ, . . . , α2, α1]T ,
where all the parameters are connected to acoustic properties
of the material.

The model parameters are estimated by deriving the Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) for the parameters [8]. The
noise on both the input signals and the output signals are used
to weight the model error, implying that the MLE ends up
in a Nonlinear Weighted Least Squares (NWLS) problem for
Gaussian measurement noise. The unknown model parameters
are estimated from discrete Fourier transformed data [9].
Because of the nonlinearity with respect to the parameter
vector θ, finding the minimum must be based on numerical
iterative approaches. The iterative update of the parameter
vector, to minimize the square of the error, is performed by
using the Gauss-Newton linearization method [8]. The Gauss-
Newton linearization algorithm iteratively finds the parameter
vector θ{i+1} = θ{i} − ∆θ{i}. In addition to the Gauss-
Newton algorithm, the Hessian is also regularized, by using the
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization, to stabilize the iteration
process and expand the convergence region [10]. A stepwise
Gauss-Newton parameter estimation algorithm with all derived
equations can be found in [7].

C. Model Validation

To make sure that the parametric model is capable of
describing the multi-layered structure we have to evaluate
its performance. The key concept here is to examine the
residuals (the part of the response y(t) that the model could
not reproduce) to determine the model’s validity [11]. In
general, if the residuals do not contain components other than
measurement noise, the conclusion is that the model can be
used to describe the multi-layered structure.

D. Surface Imaging and Flaw Detection

The estimation process returns, not only the estimated val-
ues of the parameter vector, but also the estimated covariance
matrix for the vector and the value of the cost function (the
weighted square of the errors). All these variables can be used
for surface profiling of layer properties.

A problem with the parameter estimation will occur when a
flaw is present. The properties of the material will change and
the estimation algorithm is likely to be unreliable and might
end up in a local minimum. If not cautious, this can lead
to inaccurate estimates of some parameters in that position.
However, the value of the cost function is important in that
sense, since the value is higher at a local minimum than at a
global minimum if equal conditions prevail. This can be used
in combination with the property estimation for flaw detection.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The measurements were performed in a normal incidence
pulse-echo configuration, see Fig. 1. All measurements were
conducted with the ultrasound transducer and the specimen
immersed in water. The specimen under investigation was
placed in a 200 liter water tank. The ultrasonic transducer
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was mounted on an arm connected to a steering motor with a
spatial three dimensional precision of approximately 12.5 µm
per step, see Fig. 2. The measurement step was set to 1 mm
in both x- and y-directions.
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Fig. 1. The experimental setup in a pulse-echo configuration. The waveforms
and the notations are in the time domain, where u(t) represents the input
signal and y(t) is the entire output signal (summation of all backscattered
echoes). The layer thicknesses in this figure is only descriptive, and not the
actual thicknesses of the layers in the material.

a) b)
Fig. 2. In a), the water tank and the steering axes are shown and the arrow is
pointing at the location where the transducer is mounted. In b), the mounting
of the transducer is shown. During measurements the transducer is immersed
into the water.

The temperature in the water was kept constant at 20.15 ◦C
to within ±0.05 ◦C. For all the experiments performed in this
work, a 5 MHz unfocused piezoelectric transducer (V3456)
from Panametrics (Waltham, MA, USA) with an element size
of 13 mm was used. To excite and receive acoustic pulses,
a Panametrics Pulser/Receiver Model 5073PR, operating in
pulse-echo mode was used. The acquired ultrasonic echoes
were sampled using a Gage CompuScope CS12400 (Lachine,
QC, Canada), at 200 MHz with a 12-bit resolution.

The examined specimen consisted of two pyrex glass layers
bonded together by a thin layer. The thickness of the top
glass layer was 1.8 ±0.05 mm and the thickness of the
bottom glass layer was 3.8 ±0.05 mm. The thickness of the
embedded middle layer was fixed in distance at 0.5 ±0.05 mm.
A mixture of construction silicone was used as bonding
material. Flaws, present as air and water gaps, contribute to

inhomogeneity in the embedded bonding layer. In Fig. 3, the
material used in the measurements is shown. Another material,
with a homogeneous embedded middle layer with thickness of
0.25 ±0.05 mm was used for properties estimation.

x

y

air

siliconewater

Fig. 3. A photograph of the investigated material, taken in the propagation
direction. Two glass layers bonded together by construction silicone (unknown
properties). Three different media are present in the bonding layer in this
material. From left to right: water, construction silicone, and air.

IV. RESULTS

Fig. 4a) shows the measured signal together with the esti-
mated signal, in an arbitrarily chosen measurement point in
the area where silicone is present in the embedded layer. The
agreement is good, and examining the residual in Fig. 4b),
reveals that only small variations are remaining. The remaining
variations can be explained by diffraction and misalignment
effects not covered by the model.
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b) residual: e[n] = y[n]− ŷ[n]

Fig. 4. In a) the measured, y[n], and the estimated, ŷ[n], signals are plotted.
In b) the residual, e[n], is plotted. Note the change in scales on the y-axis.

Surface measurements over the entire area on a three-
layered material with a thin embedded bonding layer with
flaws were conducted. The optimal case is when the bonding
layer contains a homogeneous material throughout the depth
of the layer. In this paper, flaws apparent as air and water
gaps were inserted in the material. The resulting images depict
the values of the estimated parameters, without any additional
image processing in the post-processing stage.

In Fig. 5, the estimated reflection coefficient R̂32 is plotted
in each measurement point. The results show that it is possible
to detect the flawless area (the area in the middle), but also
flaws in the shape of unknown material and air gaps. The
water region to the left can be detected since the reflection
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coefficients in this region are higher then in the silicone region.
In the rightmost region there is an air gap, which is detected
because the reflection coefficient is close or equal to -1 in most
points, and a total reflection is present. In Fig. 6, the estimated
speed of sound in the embedded layer is plotted. The results
follow the discussion above, and accurate estimates are found
in the water (≈ 1480 m/s) and silicone region (≈ 980 m/s).
The rightmost region suffer from poor and uncertain estimates
due to the lack in penetration depth (close to total reflection
in the first boundary of the embedded layer). The lack of
sharpness between the different areas is due to the diameter of
the transducer, since an integration over the transducer surface
is performed in each point.
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Fig. 5. The estimated reflection coefficient, R̂32, at the boundary between
the top glass layer and the thin embedded middle layer.
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Fig. 6. The estimated speed of sound, ĉ2 in m/s, at the center frequency
around 5 MHz in the thin embedded middle layer.

The results show that homogeneous layers thinner than
250 µm can be imaged using a 5 MHz immersion transducer.
The material in the middle layer has a speed of sound of
approximately 980 m/s, which means that the method can
detect flaws in embedded layers with thicknesses about the
wavelength. Imaging of layers with thickness of 1/3 of the
wavelength have been performed. Furthermore, the estimation
result is shown to be useful in flaw detection, valuable in on-
line process control.

V. DISCUSSION

In this study all parameters are estimated simultaneously. In
a controlled situation, when properties of one or more layers
are known, some parameters can be fixed at a certain value.
Hence, the minimization will be reduced to less parameters
and the uncertainty is decreased. However, if fixed parameters
are introduced in the estimation process the uncertainties of
these values must be very small, since a small deviation will
affect the estimated values of the other unknown parameters
in the model structure.

Improving the spatial resolution by using through-
transmission configuration with a needle-type hydrophone as
the receiver is a possible extension. The model permits this
setup and can easily be derived. However, this requires a
different experimental setup, usually not used in nondestruc-
tive process control because only one side of the investigated
material is accessible. Also, deconvolution of the transducer’s
spatial impulse response is a possible solution [12].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The results show that the proposed method is able to
image properties of layers within a material with thicknesses
of fractions of the ultrasonic wavelength. The images of
the parameters can be used for flaw detection, valuable e.g.
in process control. The parametric modeling approach also
results in a significant data reduction, enabling on-line process
control. Since the entire signal waveform can be reconstructed
from the model parameters, additional functionality can later
be added to the process control chain.
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